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SUMMIT Refrigerator Distributor - Summit Medical Refrigerators, Built-in Refrigerators

Block Scientific has a complete line of Summit medical refrigerators suitable for medical facilities - Built-in
medical refrigerators, counter height medical refrigerators.

Oct. 4, 2008 - PRLog -- Refrigerators for the Medical and Scientific Markets

Block Scientific provides SUMMIT laboratory refrigerators, pharmacy refrigerators, scientific refrigerators
and medical refrigerators to fit virtually every size and application. Summit Appliances has been a leading
supplier of compact, specialty, commercial and medical refrigerators and freezers since 1969. With over
twenty seven years experience, Block Scientific is able to satisfy all your laboratory equipment needs,
affordably and efficiently. Our guarantee of quality, value, service, and selection has made us an industry
leader. SUMMIT pharmacy refrigerators and medical refrigerators that we deal in are designed to fit your
space easily, have the most features possible in their class, offer outstanding value, and be of the highest
quality. 

Block Scientific is one of the leading summit refrigerator distributors and pharmacy refrigerator suppliers -
medical storage refrigerators and freezers that include cube sized refrigerators, undercounter refrigerators,
counter height refrigerators, built-in refrigerators and large capacity refrigerators. 

FF7 Refrigerators with Automatic Defrost

FF7 models are approved for commercial use, and carry ETL Sanitation approval
(complies with ANSI-NSF Standard 7). The interior light on these models is controlled with a on/off rocker
switch. FF7 models have one of the widest and deepest shelves in the industry, and can accommodate trays
up to 19 1/2 inches by 16 inches. FF7 models are all automatic defrost, and feature adjustable shelves and
oversized commercial compressors. Capable of 34-46 degree F operation (1-8 °C)

FF6 Refrigerators with Automatic Defrost

FF6 is one of SUMMIT’s most popular refrigerators for medical offices, pharmacies and hospitals. FF6
models are all automatic defrost; feature adjustable shelves and are capable of 36-46 degree F operation
(2-8 °C). They all utilize our unique hidden evaporator (behind the rear wall) for a clean, seamless interior
liner. FF6 models all have door shelves, for even more convenience.

Block Scientific offers some of the most innovative medical, institutional and scientific refrigerators on the
market. Our SUMMIT medical/specialty line consists of the industry's largest assortment of ADA
compliant models, and the most choices in frost-free chest refrigerators and freezers. If you need additional
information about the medical and scientific refrigerators we deal, please explore our online store. 

http://www.blockscientificstore.com/
http://www.blockscientificstore.com/Refrigerators-s/302.htm
http://www.blockscientificstore.com/Refrigerators-and-Fre...
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Block Scientific offers a varied range of laboratory equipment from leading laboratory equipment
manufacturers. Buy new lab equipment securely online at best deals.
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